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INTRODUCTION
While calculating low frequency oscillations of the Earth liquid core spherical harmonic representation of the deformation field is usually used [1] [2] [3] :
Substitution of (1) into the equations of motion gives an infinite system of differential equations for scalar functions S and T L . Approximate solutions of such a system are obtained by truncating of the system. But results of [4] show that sometimes such method divergences.
NUTATION OF THE EARTH WITH COMPRESSIBLE CORE
2.1 MODEL. Let u3 calculate a forced nutation amplitude for the Earth model consisting of the rigid mantle and compressible liquid core with simple liquid density distribution:
where r is dimensionless radius.
Let us investigate behavior of such a system affected by tide-generating potential. The mantle angular velocity may be written in the form: O r { T7(i-ij)ext(ict) + k }co
and nutation amplitude r? must be found.
EQUATIONS OF LIQUID OSCILLATIONS.
Small oscillations of the fluid core are described by the following equations: 
Let represent <5y by expansion on characteristic of the Poincare operator:
and * functions satisfy to the equation Substitution of (7) and (9) into the system (4)- (5) gives a system of equations for a . Nondiagonal elements of the matrix of this system, as numerical results show, are small compared to the diagonal ones. This allows the truncation the expansion (9) in order to obtain an approximate solution.
MAIN RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.
Nutation amplitudes for different maximum numbers of characteristic functions in (9) are given in table 1. For comparison, nutation amplitudes for the rigid and Poincare models are also shoun. 
Here R and R , £ and e are equatorial radiuses and eccen- tricities of cavity and solid core correspondingly. Let us examine the system behavior under the action of the tide-generating potential. The angular velocity of mantle rotation is of the form:
Motion of the inner core with respect to the moving coordinate system may be described by instantaneous angular velocity: 6w = n^i> (i -ij)exp(io't) (14) Unknown amplitudes of nutation ?) and i) must be determined from the solution of the problem.
The small oscillations of the fluid core are described by the following equation: 3.2 RESULTS. Approximate s o l u t i o n of t h e boundary v a l u e p r oblem ( 7 ) , (9) may be w r i t t e n in t h e form: y * (a ± + a 2 ) ( x z -i y z ) . Table 2 shows that correction to forced nutation amplitude due to the existance of the inner core, may be greater than the accuracy of observations. 
